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Global View, Local Loyalty

Welcome to this globe-trotting issue of BDSLife for Libraries. Global indeed, as the world of library-focused issues becomes
increasingly tied into worldwide, multi-lingual linked data and the rapid development of data mining and our reliance on AI
and its interpretation of the world around us. But also local, about people and communities, individual creativity and our
personal, unique stories. The current issue reflects today’s library: in your town, your High Street, fuelling the creativity of your
community and at the same time speaking multiple languages, connected to a global culture that is open all hours.
Conference season has come and gone. It is all too easy to enter the bubble of theory, but it is here that the seeds for the
future of our libraries are planted. In our bricks and mortar libraries we are so often dealing with cuts and closures while
conferences talk of innovation and bright dynamic futures. We need to recognise and give due consideration to both realities.
We also see, through international conferences, that globally, libraries are healthy and growing, a true bedrock on which
societies worldwide are built.
Community is so important, whether it be as a community of local people using their local library or a community of
professionals or online communities. The European Dewey Users Group is growing and BDS is proud to contribute to its
efforts to cross frontiers and languages (see page 9). Community is also important for the London Borough of Culture,
Waltham Forest, where a local author with an international best seller is inspiring community groups to tell their own stories in
the Page to Pavement project, sponsored by BDS (see article, back page).
Closer to home, BDS has assisted in the creation of a new work by composer and colleague,
Fraser Clark (see pages 14 & 15). The interplay of local and international is again paramount.
The Absolute Classics music festival, which BDS sponsors, takes place in our home town,
Dumfries, but welcomes musicians from around the globe. Global view, local loyalty…
I hope you enjoy this issue of BDSLife.

BDS @ IPG
Who Wants to be a
Millionaire?

Featuring expert speakers, panel and break-out
sessions, an exhibitors’ zone, and extensive networking
opportunities, the IPG’s annual Autumn Conference is one
of the best events of its kind in the UK publishing industry.

A lifetime of inquisitiveness, a sharp
mind, and years working closely
with publishers as Publisher Liaison
Manager at BDS are ingredients for
success if you want to face Jeremy
Clarkson in the UK’s most popular
TV quiz.

Director of Trade Sales, Barry Smith was there to represent
BDS at the day-long event which took place on 17
September at London’s Shaw Theatre.

Dorothy Reid took on the ultimate challenge over two
episodes, aired on ITV in September and walked away with,
was it A £1000, B, £16000 C, £64000 or D, £1 million?

“Since we became members of the Independent Publishers
Guild, BDS has been an active supporter both in terms of
attendance to events and sponsorship,” says Barry. “I was
pleased to meet with publishers who require our industryleading metadata and the type of specialist website that
BDS can offer the publishing industry.”

“The most difficult thing was keeping the recording a
secret until just before the show was aired” said Dorothy.
“The programmes were recorded in July and were a very
exciting experience, but I wasn’t able to share any of that
with my colleagues at the time”.

Speakers represented every sector of the industry, from
academic publishers to independent presses, distributors
to committees, agencies to agents. Prominent issues
raised were organisational change in publishing, and
developing more BAME authors in children’s literature.
With over 600 members, the IPG and IPG events highlight
the enormous contribution of independent publishers to
the UK’s culture and economy while offering practical ideas
to its members to succeed in the world of publishing.
Find out more about IPG at www.ipg.uk.com

Dorothy is a recognised master at anagrams, puzzles and
general knowledge in the office.
“Dealing with the volume of information that we receive on
publications from so many different sources certainly helps
your general knowledge and keeps your mind alert,” she
says. “But you also have to be up for the challenge and be
able to hold your nerve.”

Recharge, Refresh, Recycle

BDS once again sponsored the Recharge
Station at this year’s CILIP Conference which
was held on 3 and 4 July in Manchester.
The Station gave delegates the chance to recharge
their electronic devices during the busy two day
event that requires much note taking and Tweeting
as well as keeping up with events back at the office.

BDS @ CILIP2019

The annual CILIP conference was as lively as ever with
all the trending topics being debated or presented by
experts, influencers, visionaries and pragmatists. As
with IFLA later and EDUG earlier, AI and its effects on
libraries and society featured prominently as did the
notion of “transformation” which could be viewed as
a spin on “necessary change” or an opportunity for
visionary development.

“Every time I passed it was very busy,” says Sarah
Armitage, Director of Library Sales, who represented
BDS at the conference, “and the Station gave delegates
a chance to catch up with our BDS literature.”
In a previous year BDS sponsored recyclable water
bottles to keep delegates refreshed. Many bottles
still make a reappearance each conference.

Jenny Wright gave a presentation, The Treasure
Island of RDA during a session entitled RDA, ISNIs and
Linked Data. Jenny is Chief Metadata Officer at BDS,
a member of the Cataloguing and Indexing Group
Committee, IFLA’s Cataloguing Section Committee,
the European RDA Interest Group, the BIC Library
Metadata Group, and current Chair of the UK
Committee on RDA.
Jenny explained the benefits of RDA to improving
resource discoverability, such as increased access
points, more representative description of resources,
and clearer focus on users’ needs.
“Often cataloguers have to make a case for change to
adopt RDA,” Jenny says, “as there are costs involved
with training and systems support, so it is important
to give an accurate and clear description of the topic.
Treasure Island seemed an apposite example to
demonstrate these features and advantages.”
Find out more about CILIP at www.cilip.org.uk.

BDS Launches BDSDigital.net

BDS has launched a new website to highlight its varied
web and design offering through its BDSDigital brand.
“BDS offers comprehensive web design, build and
IT infrastructure services that run alongside its data
aggregation and classification service,” says Eric
Green, Managing Director, Digital. “We wanted people
to be able to see the incredible work we do through
a graphically rich and state of the art website.”
The new website highlights all the work the team do
for publishers such as Macmillan Higher Education and
Yale University Press, as well as cultural bodies such as
the new Kirkcudbright Galleries, part of the National
Galleries for Scotland, the Absolute Classics music
festival, the Dumfries and Galloway Arts Festival and
the National Trust for Scotland. Book industry online
magazine BookBrunch and environmental organisations
such as The Southern Upland Way and the Clyde
Marine Planning Partnership are also featured.

BDS @ Frankfurt

Representatives of BDS will
be at the forthcoming Frankfurt Book Fair between 16 – 18
October. Experts in metadata standards and libraries, software,
IT and infrastructure and metadata supply for book and
home entertainment media sales will be happy to meet with
conference attendees by appointment. To arrange a time and
place, write to sales@bdslive.com, stating your area of interest
and any specific details you wish to raise.

“Customers can now realise that the nature of our
metadata delivery business means that BDS has
developed remarkably versatile and cutting-edge
expertise in the fields of IT and web delivery,” says Eric.
“BDSDigital is ready to provide the best websites for
all demanding publishing and cultural ventures. We are
here and we are ready as the new website proves.”
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BDSLife’s John Hudson visits Saxony’s cultural heart, home to Bach and Mendelssohn, birthplace of Wagner, the city where Schiller
wrote “Ode to Joy”, the Expressionist haunt of Max Beckmann, the site of one of Europe’s most prestigious universities, a hotbed for
German publishing since the Reformation – Wittenberg is nearby - and home to the Deutsche Nationalbibliothek...

Deutsche Nationalbibliothek in Leipzig:

An Open Book
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Sandra Baumgart, Assistant to the Library Director.

As I leave Leipzig’s Hauptbahnhof,
I feel an agreeable sense of space
and calm permeating this city
situated just an hour and a half
by rail southwest of Berlin.
Space is a strange thing to feel in a
city that is home to 600,000 people,
and as I sit on the tram taking me to
the National Library, I cast around for
explanations. Here is grandeur, not the
imperial kind, full of bluster
and self-importance,
but well-proportioned
and open-hearted;
then there’s the city
transport system that
seems to cope with
room to spare, and
the people, affable,
unrushed, seem
happy.

The tram trundles past the Opera
House and the Gewandhaus, home
to one of the world’s top orchestras,
stops beside gardens with lilac in bloom
and sets me down before a complex
of buildings, the nearest of which
resembles a book lying flat. Covered
in coloured glass, I learn some time
later that the architect took inspiration
from Bach’s Goldberg Variations, written
only a few hundred meters away. The
vertical lines, curves and juxtaposition
of colours certainly suggest the
complexity and homogeneity of
the German composer’s music.
I walk to the Library’s main entrance.
It balances solidity with rhythm and
detail with relaxed humanity. The
words “Deutsche Bücherei” allude to
the Library’s origins, an era before the
Nationalbibliothek was formed after
the unification of Germany in 1990.
Back in 1912 the City of Leipzig,
the Kingdom of Saxony and the

Börsenverein der Deutschen
Buchhändler (Association of German
Booksellers) agreed to found a
German Library. From 1913, all
publications produced in Germany
were systematically collected, as well
as books from Austria and Switzerland.
This public-minded project, built
from diverse sources and private
funding, offers an interesting historical
contrast to initiatives in other countries
that were linked via Royal decree
to censorship and social control.
With the division of Germany after the
Second World War, there were two
libraries which assumed the duties
and function of a national library,
one for the GDR in Leipzig and the
other in Frankfurt am Main for the
Federal Republic of Germany. Two
national bibliographic catalogues,
almost identical in content, were
published annually. After unification,
the “Law regarding the German
National Library” came into force and

the combined institutions became
the Deutsche Nationalbibliothek.
As I climb the stairs and enter the
cavernous entrance hall, I am greeted
by Sandra Baumgart, Assistant to the
Library Director, Michael Fernau. She is
to take me on a tour of the main building
and its four subsequent extensions.
Visiting the Leipzig branch of the
German National Library is a very
different experience from visiting
Frankfurt, which BDSLife covered in
the Summer of 2016. The diverse
political ideologies that have governed
Leipzig are literally written in stone
and concrete. As you walk through the
reading rooms, and the remarkable
German Music Archive, recent
European history is enacted before you.
The Great Reading Room, now
dedicated to the study of the
humanities, was part of the original
building. It is huge. Desks punctuate
like quavers across a Bach manuscript.
The dark wood of the stairs and
shelves contrasts with the tall, bright
windows. It is like an enlarged view
into the workings of a computer. Even
the unoccupied chairs wait in regular
rows to accommodate the spirit of
enquiry that is the human mind aided
by that unique resource, the book.
The next room I visit, the Science
Reading Room, is perhaps even more
remarkable. Bauhaus designer Mart
Stam conceived what must be one of
the most beautiful reading rooms in
any library, yet it is little known. Opened
in 1937, when the Deutsche Bücherei
was under the control of the Ministry
of Propaganda, this room impressively
demonstrates the Bauhaus aesthetic,
but is difficult to reconcile with the
National Socialist era that had it
constructed. Its refinement invites
learned enquiry but this Bauhaus
masterpiece was once decorated with

Mosaic in the Entrance Hall

the profile bust of Adolf Hitler. Time
heals and today readers feel “at home”
in a delightfully cultured environment.
The furnishings include black tables,
dark-green shaded lamps, tear-shaped
ceiling lights, a balustrade secured
with curved metal tubes, cantilever
chairs and a faceless wall clock.
With the division of Germany after
the Second World War, Leipzig came
under communist rule, and the GDR
emphasised social responsibility and
common goals. At first, I feel deflated
by the Technology Reading Room
and I am almost ushered past its
Formica tables, regimented bookcases
and ambient, factory-like lighting.
But there is a story here, too, and
an impressive mural that expresses
progress, peace and hope, and I reflect
that, more than any other library I
have visited, I am forced to confront
diverse and often contradictory trends
in humanity’s view of knowledge and
the value of learning, a confrontation
that is brought home even more
strongly in the next reading room.
The Anne Frank Shoah Library is an
international research library with
the purpose of providing literature
published worldwide about the
persecution and extermination
of European Jews under National
Socialism. It also collects publications
relating to the persecution of people
for ethnic, religious, political or other
reasons. It currently contains around
16,000 books, journals, audiovisual media items, maps and other
materials that are directly accessible
for use in the reading room that has
the atmosphere of a cathedral, a
place deserving reverence where
conflict should never trespass.
Libraries are about much more than
preserving heritage; they also probe
it, unmask it and, through exposure,
change it and in so doing change us.

The Great Reading Room

In my article on the DNB at Frankfurt, I
referred to the Deutsche Musikarchiv
as, “surely one of the world’s
treasures”. Now, as I follow Sandra
into the fourth and most recent
extension to the Library, opened in
2011, I come face to face with it.
The archive is responsible for sheet
music and sound recordings relating
to Germany’s remarkable musical
heritage. It seems fitting that Leipzig,
perhaps the most musical of all German
cities, should house this invaluable
collection. The Archive is equipped with
work areas and stacks, a music reading
room, a listening booth including
surround-sound system, and a stateof-the-art recording studio complex.
A large glass cabinet, rising the
height of the foyer, houses items of
interest – vinyl discs, piano rolls,
sheet music, early instruments and
gramophones, and I realise that making
music has as much to do with the
technology used to produce sound
as notes on a stave. Part of the role
of this archive is to preserve not only
the mind of Johann Sebastian Bach
but also the means of interpreting
and reproducing his genius.
Sandra and I walk onto the brightly
lit stairs that open onto the German
Museum of Books and Writing and the
current temporary exhibition, housed
in the magnificent Bach-inspired
extension. As she says goodbye,
she drops into conversation that a
fifth extension is being planned.
A new chapter in the history book of
this building is soon to be written, a
narrative that will no doubt reflect a new
age and outlook to be handed to future
generations. I will come back to read
more in this city with space to spare,
time to give and an open heart. Leipzig
and its Library are European gems.

The Science Reading Room

The Exhibition Room
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“BDS is committed to supporting libraries today and into the future. Adapting to tomorrow’s
demands is a challenge every library service faces today...” Sarah Armitage, Director of Library Sales

Retrospective Conversion
Gets RDA Boost
BDS now offers libraries
a new automated
enhancement service that
incorporates RDA elements
into legacy records to
enhance library catalogues.
The BDS RDA Enhancement Service
represents a significant step towards
modernising library catalogues and forms
part of BDS’s Retrospective Conversion service.
AACR2 records are modified automatically to
make them more compatible with RDA cataloguing
rules. The service offers libraries the opportunity to
update their catalogues while keeping costs down.
Bibliographic records created using RDA are more user-friendly. There are
no Latin abbreviations, for example, and details and attributes are spelt out fully rather than in
code, improving the appearance and intelligibility of records for a non-specialist audience.

BDS RDA Enhancement:

a significant step towards modernising catalogues
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

automated incorporation of RDA elements into legacy records
AACR2 records modified for greater compatibility with RDA cataloguing rules
uses ISBD punctuation
replaces Latin abbreviations with English statements
replace abbreviations in physical description fields and notes, for example
“p.” becomes “pages”
adds the RDA content, media and carrier types
updates MARC coding in the fixed fields, and maps the old 260 field to a 264
part of BDS’s Retrospective Conversion Service
cut costs while keeping your catalogue up to date

Creating RDA Enhancement
BDS recognises the need to systematise and automate the
incorporation of elements of RDA into library catalogues.

Expert Development
Jenny Wright, Chief Metadata Officer at BDS and a recognised expert in RDA theory and practice,
was tasked by BDS with developing the new enhancement service to bring legacy records more
in line with RDA by, for example, reducing the number of abbreviations and updating the MARC
coding. She undertook this in collaboration with BDS’s Programming Team. The Team completed
their enhancement software which is integrated in the Retrospective Conversion service.
“We can’t magically make a record be RDA without
examining it,” says Jenny, “But our automatic RDA option
means AACR2 records are modified to make them more
compatible with RDA cataloguing rules. This
process enhances legacy records with many
benefits of the RDA standard, and greatly
improves end-user experience of the library
catalogue.”

Retrospective Conversion and
RDA Training @ UHI: A Case Study
The University of the Highlands and Islands came to BDS to undertake
Restrospective Conversion across 80,000 records for its print holdings.
BDS overlaid the records, ensuring the integrity of records
that were not involved in the refresh. It was a seamless
process and involved no break in service during loading.
“We wished to improve consistency of cataloguing and update antiquated
subject headings, refresh the metadata that feeds into various other systems, including the library
catalogue, and improve the quality of older records. A high match rate was achieved with no reported
problems with the refresh work. Students and other library users now enjoy a more consistent search
experience.” Richard Hughes, Systems Librarian, University of the Highlands and Islands
Follow-up Training
By the summer of 2017, an increasing number of RDA records from vendors and z39.50
sources were being downloaded into the UHI catalogue. A better understanding of RDA
was required. The university decided to offer training in RDA to its librarians.
BDS’s Jenny Wright undertook the training session for 15 librarians. Jenny
highlighted the main differences between RDA and AACR2.

To find out more about BDS RDA Enhancement, contact:

sarah.armitage@bdslive.com or 07860 324570
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Each year, BDS travels to the American Library Association Conference. The world’s biggest library gathering gives
us the opportunity to stay abreast of developing trends technically, socially and professionally. Such insights can
then be used to help develop services for libraries in the UK. But ALA, as it is known, is so much more...

ALA2019: Celebrating
American Libraries
ALA is a celebration of libraries and
librarianship on a grand scale and while
much of the time of Sarah Armitage
and Eric Green, who represented BDS
this year, was spent in meetings and
technical discussion groups, there was
plenty of opportunity to enjoy sessions
and events that focus on the library as
a place for learning, social engagement,
personal development, speaking out,
looking inwards, embracing diversity,
celebrating excellence, promoting
equality and enjoying books.
This June, ALA returned for the first
time in nearly a decade to Washington
DC with an intriguing array of speakers,
author events and readings. Big names
included Librarian of Congress, Carla
Hayden who discussed the role of the
library in the community, and George
Takei, best-known for his role as Sulu,
helmsman of the Starship Enterprise
in the original Star Trek, who spoke
about his graphic memoir, They Called
Us Enemy, that tells of his time in
a Japanese-American internment
camp during World War Two.
NBC anchor Hoda Kotb, known in the
US for her reporting on harrowing
events such as Hurricane Katrina
and the Iraq and Afghan wars, struck
a note of gratitude and happiness
when talking about her latest
children’s book, You Are My Happy.
On a more technical level, Meredith
Broussard, Assistant Professor at
the Arthur L. Carter Journalism
Institute of New York and author of
Artificial Intelligence: How Computers
Misunderstand the World looked at
the limits to technology and the
acceptance of AI by the public. The
debate around AI continues in all forums
relating to libraries, knowledge and the
implementation of systems of research.

Coretta Scott King at ALA in 1984

The CSK Awards at 50
2019 is the 50th anniversary of the
Coretta Scott King Book Awards.
Given annually to outstanding African
American authors and illustrators of
books for children and young adults that
demonstrate an appreciation of African
American culture and universal human
values, the award commemorates
the life and work of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., and honours his wife, Mrs.
Coretta Scott King, for her “courage
and determination to continue the work
for peace and world brotherhood”.
The Award is closely associated with
ALA which is the platform for the
presentation of the Award and also
where the Book Awards Breakfast
is held each summer conference.
Winners have included I Know Why the
Caged Bird Sings by Maya Angelou, Roll
of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred D.
Taylor, Escape to Freedom by Barbara
Brooks-Simon, and Sweet Whispers,
Brother Rush by Virginia Hamilton. The
2019 winner is A Few Red Drops: The
Chicago Race Riot of 1919 by Claire
Hartfield, published by Clarion Books.

“I was driven by a desire to… fill a chunk
of history that no one had written about
and that I felt was valuable for little kids
to see,” said Hartfield about her book.
A gala evening celebrating the
anniversary was held during the
conference in the Great Hall of
the Library of Congress, attended
by many previous winners, Carla
Hayden, authors, illustrators,
librarians, and others sharing an
admiration of books for and about
African American children.
“Unity and love radiated throughout
the Great Hall. Love for both children’s
literature and for humanity – how could
you not feel its presence?” was how
Alan R. Bailey, Chair of the Coretta
Scott King Book Awards Committee,
and Professor at East Carolina
University, described the evening.
Such a description is fitting for the ALA
Conference in general. It presents
the best of America to the world,
an America based on the values of
inclusiveness, tolerance and learning.

Jo Maxwell, Training Manager at BDS, reports on her roles within the Dewey community in the UK, Europe and further afield…

Mapping, Classification and Community
Keeping up with the times, the most
recent Dewey User Group (EDUG)
Symposium, held at the Kungliga
Biblioteket in Stockholm in May,
welcomed its first virtual attendees.
Among those seen on screen was
Terrance Mann, from the British Library,
who is the Chair of the UK DDC User
Forum, the body which reviews and
debates the UK’s proposed changes
and developments to the Dewey
Decimal Classification (DDC) schedules.
An International Web
The UK Forum has elected me to be UK
representative on the Editorial Policy
Committee (EPC), a ten-member
international joint committee, the main
function of which is to advise DDC
editors on changes, innovations and
the general development of the DDC.
It is against this complex and
interconnected web of decisionmaking that all our work around Dewey
schedules needs to be understood.
Dewey Decimal Classification now
extends across continents and
languages and decisions about its
structure must be taken carefully
and communally to best represent
the changing world around us
at a global and a local level.

EDUG at Stockholm
The international aspect of EDUG
is growing with recent interest in
membership from the Bibliotecha
Alexandrina, and other interested
parties including the South American
and Indonesian Dewey translation
teams. Stockholm saw delegates from
over 30 European institutions attend.
Hot topics included Linked Data,
machine learning and automatic
classification, Dewey mapping, and
community involvement in Dewey
editorial work, while an EDUG
workshop and business meeting
resulted in some lively discussions
on the somewhat contentious
topic of Dewey open linked data.
Elise Conradi, Chair of EDUG, stated,
“We have it for shelving, but we
are beyond that in Europe now,”
implying there is a risk of losing large
numbers of institutions if DDC is not
in the Linked Data environment.
Machine learning and automatic
classification projects were
described in presentations from
Linné University Växjö, and Oslo
University Library. The Swedish team
experienced issues around bias and
need more training examples.
In Norway, a robot called ‘Nancy’ is being
fed articles classified by a human for
it to learn how to classify. Automatic
indexing is getting better and they
have found a computer can classify
images better than a human, but they
have also found machines can’t find
specific topics or identify biases.
Mapping and Translation
Worldwide, translation teams put
in a huge amount of work to create
translated versions of WebDewey. Once
translated, it is an ongoing process to
update in line with the English version.
Currently each translation is a separate
entity, funded by a different institution.

The infographic, above, which I created
for a Catalogue and Indexing Group
presentation, explains the Dewey
editorial process and how a query can
become an exhibit with a proposal
to change the Dewey schedules.

Delegates were asked to discuss ‘what
is so special about translation?’ One of
the resulting suggestions was the ability
to switch between languages within
WebDewey, so all translations of the
schedules would be available to all users.
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This could help with future cataloguing
of foreign language resources.
On a more detailed level, delegates
were updated on the DDC mapping
tool, Project coli-conc, while Peter
Werling of Pansoft talked about
working with the translation team
in Alexandria to build a ‘right to
left’ version of WebDewey, and
the difficulties they are facing.
Presentations from the National
Library of Sweden and the German
National Library both emphasised
the complexities of their respective
translations, noting that the continued
management and development of
translated schedules is extremely
demanding. Representatives from
France and Canada jointly presented on
the working relationship between the
BnF and BAnQ and their partnership
in the French translation of DDC.
Community Involvement
OCLC’s Alex Kyrios, Dewey Editor,
presented a paper on community
involvement in Dewey editorial
work. The editorial team are working
towards representing a diversity of
thought at an inter-cultural level. The
opening up of schedule proposals
and creation of exhibits (see
infographic) will hopefully engage the
Dewey community and encourage
participation and development.
The Adventure Continues
I attended this year’s UK DDC
User Forum in September, hosted
by The National Archives, Kew,
where I was re-elected as the UK’s
representative on the EPC. During the
forum we discussed several exhibits,
including podcasting, cartography
and mechanics in physics.
I will be travelling to the Library of
Congress, Washington D.C. for the
next EPC meeting on 23rd and 24th
September to represent the UK Dewey
community and present the outcome
of the UK Forum’s discussions, and
vote on proposed changes and
developments to the Dewey schedules.
The Dewey adventure continues.

http://edug.pansoft.de/tiki-index.php; www.oclc.org/en/dewey/resources/epc; Read the article on Sweden’s Libraries in
the summer 2011 issue of BDSLife for Libraries: www.bdslive.com/article/bdslife/bdslife-summer-2011/
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Dialogue and Diversity: WLIC2019
WLIC and the birthplace of democracy

The theme of this year’s World Library and Information Congress (WLIC) was “Libraries: dialogue for change”.
What better place to start that dialogue than in Athens, the city where Socrates posed the fundamental
questions that came to define the civilisation upon which our modern-day library culture is built?
The other pivotal word to this year’s theme is “change”. As the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA)
announced: “At a time of rapid economic, social and technological change, libraries are faced with the need to change in order
to continue to fulfill their responsibility to users. The change is global and so too must be our response.”
IFLA’s response in Athens was to launch the “IFLA Strategy 2019-2024”, a five-year plan that aims to expand, include and
intensify the connectedness of library communities around the globe. Beginning this five-year strategy, a new President was
announced, with Glòria Pérez-Salmerón reaching the end of her two-year term and Christine Mackenzie taking up the mantle.
Dialogue presumes diversity. This year’s WLIC was rich in diversity from both the delegates presenting in a busy
programme of sessions and from delegates attending. As the exhibition opening and the cultural evening testified,
IFLA is a truly global organisation with a committed and vocal membership dedicated to libraries and librarianship.
If the marvel of the Parthenon and the Classical literature of the past establish Athens as “the cradle of civilisation”,
it cannot be denied that modern day Athens offers many marvels in what is, today, a vigorous and engaging city.
The Stavros Niarchos Foundation Cultural Centre is home to the new National Library of Greece and a new Opera
House where the notable roles of the great Maria Callas are reprised by today’s opera stars. The magnificent venue
hosted the traditional cultural evening where library professionals from all over the world shared the warmth of Greek
hospitality and the chance to view the magnificent new library. Full of light and space and shelves of books rising
through several floors of open architecture, this inspiring building does full justice to the Athens of the past.
Anyone who keeps abreast of current affairs will know that Greece has experienced economic troubles over the past
decade but the city of Athens has not only proven resilient, it continues to look to the future with a bold vision. The
same bold vision can be said to apply to IFLA that places libraries and the access to the
knowledge that they contain as a vital part of the continuation of our species.
The discussions are often local but today, more than ever before, the implications
are global. Athens was the birthplace of epistemology, the study of knowledge,
and identifying, describing and gaining access to knowledge was at the
heart of discussion at WLIC2019. Whether it was through an analysis
of AI and Data Mining on a global scale or mapping classification across
languages, whether it is helping citizens understand and exert their rights
or exploring the transformative potential of prison libraries, whether it
is helping visitors find a book they might like to developing digital search
strategies, it was clear that libraries and our future are deeply connected.
Find out more about WLIC2019 at 2019.ifla.org.

Greek dancers in traditional
dress at the cultural evening
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A Technical Perspective: Jenny Wright
This year’s papers at IFLA satellite meetings and WLIC2019 show that multi-lingual and multicultural diversity enriches our
catalogues, and technology will help us to make the connections.
Universal Bibliographic Control (UBC), the concept whereby any resource is catalogued once in its country of origin and then
the bibliographic record would be shared and re-used around the world, is an ideal which informs much of BDS’s work. The
value in creating a single, high quality bibliographic record for published material, which can then be used multiple times in
many different institutions, is core to the methodology and operation of BDS.
However, thinking on UBC over the last few years has developed, and it is becoming more recognised that while international
exchange of metadata has great benefit, it is not helpful to all users to impose an international control and uniformity. Different
cultures know great works of literature by different names, different language traditions handle personal names differently,
and of course there are different scripts and languages.
Diversity in RDA

Mapping Knowledge

Christian Aliverti of the Swiss National Library
explained the ways in which RDA could better support a
multilingual cataloguing environment. Switzerland has
four official languages and has a principle of treating
them equally. The language of the catalogue must be
the language of the user, and use of codes can support
the endeavour economically, with the appropriate
language term being resolved from the code.

Subject access also has its issues with
multicultural use. Instead of expecting
everyone to start using the same
knowledge organisation system
(KOS), and potentially losing a
sensitivity or nuance of meaning
particular to a community,
there are now ways to map KOS
together. The Verbundzentrale
des GBV, Germany, has
developed a service called coliconc which enables mappings
between KOS. Once mapped, a
KOS becomes part of a network of
mappings and there is exciting potential
to also connect with the semantic web.

For example, in authority data, if the language of each
heading is specified then the correct language can be
selected for display. Similar issues were addressed by
Ahava Cohen of the National Library of Israel, though
their four official languages each have a different script:
Arabic, English, Hebrew, and Russian. Their authority
file has each heading in each of the scripts, that is four
equally valid main entries in each authority record.

This is not completely new. Projects such as VIAF address
the requirement for international data exchange without
accepting only one controlled authority file. It seems
that now there is much better understanding of the
worth of multilingual environments. Rather than merely
needing to find a technological fix for a problem we are
now seeing ways to use technology to support diversity.

NEXT YEAR

The IFLA conference is always
stimulating and the discussions and
expertise on show offer the launch pad
for many practical implementations for
products and services that BDS can offer
libraries in the future. I look forward to
next year’s WLIC2020 in Dublin, Ireland.
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Lesley Whyte meets Dr Gillian Murphy, Curator for Equality, Rights and Citizenship at the London School of
Economics Library who shows her items from a remarkable collection telling the colourful and challenging
history that has allowed women to find opportunity in society…

A Vindication of the
Rights of Woman

The Victories and Struggles of The Women’s Library @ LSE
My job as Managing Director of a company that serves
libraries has often provided me with the opportunity to
reflect on the role that women play in the profession. Female
librarians, cataloguers, assistants, managers, volunteers,
directors and heads of service help sustain our libraries.
But enabling women over the past 100 years to adopt
such a prominent role in librarianship and, increasingly, in
other professions, is due to women, some famous, some
infamous and many unknown, to whom we owe a huge debt.
I was reminded of this during my recent visit to The
Women’s Library collection and its associated exhibition,
The Sacred Year 1919, Women and Professions. The
Women’s Library is a collection forming part of the London
School of Economics Library. It is the UK’s main library
and museum resource on women and the Women’s
Movement, with its own history of advances and setbacks
that mirrors the struggles to which it bears witness.

Originally housed in a converted public house in Westminster,
The Library of the London Society for Women’s Service was built
around a library founded in 1909 by Ruth Cavendish Bentinck.
The inaugural librarian, Vera Douie, who remained in post for
41 years from 1926, turned the library into a major resource
with an international reputation. “I think it is almost the only
satisfactory deposit for stray guineas,” wrote Virginia Woolf to
Ethel Smyth, suggesting not only the estimation in which the
author held the library but also its ongoing need for funding.
Douie found innovative and sometimes cheeky
ways to expand the collection. She wrote to
authors requesting copies of books, including
Virginia Woolf and George Bernard Shaw.
When GBS refused, Douie auctioned his letter
of refusal and purchased Shaw’s The Intelligent
Woman’s Guide to Socialism and Capitalism with the
proceeds. On 26 March 1941, Douie wrote Woolf
a letter in praise of her biography of Roger
Fry and requested two more books for
the library collection. This time,
tragically, Douie’s oft used strategy
failed; Woolf had drowned herself
in the river Ouse before the letter
was delivered to Monk’s House.
During World War Two the library
suffered bomb damage, and
had no permanent home until
1957, when it moved to a site
near Victoria Railway Station.
Renamed The Fawcett Library,

it spent nearly 25 years in a cramped basement liable to
flooding yet increased its stock, users and connections.

A Heritage Lottery Fund grant of £4.2 million in 1998 enabled
the Library to move into a renovated wash house, a former
place of women’s labour, in the East End of London. It
opened to the public in 2002. Ten years later, despite its great
popularity and successful programme of events and guided
tours, offering public talks, film showings, reading groups,
short courses, and working with schools and community
groups, the library once again had to find a new home.
Bids were invited from interested institutions, with the
proposal of the London School of Economics accepted
and the transfer completed by 2013. Today, The Women’s
Library @ LSE, as it is now known, seems secure; it has been
kept whole, enjoys a dedicated reading room and archival
space and has UNESCO Memory of the World recognition.
It is the guardian of personal archives of figures such as
Elizabeth Garrett Anderson, Barbara Cartland, Millicent
Garrett Fawcett and Claire Rayner, and it houses the archives
of organisations and campaigns such as the Fawcett
Society, the Artists’ Suffrage League, Greenham Common
Women’s Peace Camp, the International Alliance of Women,
and Gingerbread, to name but a few that have shaped the
role and perception of women over the past 100 years.

Some of the fascinating items that form the collection have
been laid out for me to see first-hand by Dr Gillian
Murphy. Books, papers and artefacts, brooches, sashes
and badges, letters, posters associated with famous
and infamous events lie before me. It is moving to be
confronted by the realities surrounding one’s own
sex in recent history, a history some of which my
colleagues at BDS and I have lived through. We are
accustomed to making decisions freely about our
own destiny, but others paid a higher price for
that privilege. I am looking at the purse of Emily
Wilding Davison who died by diving under the
King’s horse at the Epsom Derby, 8th June
1913, in the cause for women’s suffrage.
Accompanied by Gillian, I move from
early protest towards the present day.
Colour-coded suffragette scarves
and brooches enabled women to
surreptitiously declare their allegiance
to the cause; playing cards, sold to raise
money, remind gamers of more lofty
goals on the reverse side of the Knave
or the King; minutes from a meeting of

Dr Gillian Murphy, Curator for Equality, Rights and Citizenship
at the London School of Economics Library

An invitation to add comments in
The Sacred Year 1919 exhibition
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the Women’s Liberation Workshop, 2nd May, 1969 ask:
“Will anyone with contacts with other women’s groups
please let them know about 11 May meeting? LSE
already contacted. Who volunteered to reach Essex?”

A medal from the early days of the struggle resembles
the medals bestowed upon men to honour valour in the
First World War and the work in the sashes is careful,
studied, what one might expect from a liberally educated
woman from a well-to-do background; more recent
items from the 60s and 80s have a radical, underground
slant – type written notes, line drawings of protest,
black and white photographs. The changes in style bear
witness to societal and political changes within which
the struggle was couched but the message remains.

There are hand-written notes planning the flour-bomb
demonstration at Miss World in 1970. I am sure many readers
will remember that televised event from the Royal Albert
Hall. Another letter from 1992 discusses the forthcoming
General Synod vote on the ordination of women and there
are posters and notices from the Women’s Peace Camp at
Greenham Common. The effect, across just a few tables
of displayed items, is to see women’s history as not a series
of random demonstrations or protests but a struggle, a
continuing effort to this day, for equality between the sexes.

Hunger strike medal

Greenham Common
Peace Camp, A Spiritual
Journey

Before I set off to visit the stacks,
reading room and finally the exhibition
space, Gillian has one last book to
show me, A Vindication of the Rights
of Woman by Mary Wollstonecraft,
published in 1792. The remarkably
well-preserved pages seem like an
enlightened point of departure for
women’s struggles, disappointments
and victories that have since followed.

The Women’s Library @ LSE and its associated
exhibition space at the entrance of the LSE Library
gives this struggle recognition and cogency while
bearing witness to its remarkable passion, or, as Mary
Wollstonecraft herself put it, women’s struggle “not
to have power over men, but over themselves.”
The Library is open 8 a.m. until midnight; to check
current opening hours visit www.lse.ac.uk/library.
For general enquiries write to library.enquiries@lse.ac.uk.
Find out more about The Women’s Library at
www.lse.ac.uk/library/collections/collectionhighlights/the-womens-library.

Exhibition screen and
display from The Sacred
Year 1919

Playing cards sold to raise
money for The Women’s
Suffrage Movement

The Women’s Press
Poster from 1983
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A company-wide, creative and collaborative effort from the BDS team has helped a classical music
festival achieve success and enabled the composition of a new work for saxophone quartet…

BDS World Premiere

Celebration

The BDS-commissioned world premiere of a work for
saxophone quartet by composer Fraser Clark, BDS’s resident
classical music expert, took place as part of the Absolute
Classics music festival held in Dumfries this August.
The performance was held in Scotland’s oldest
theatre, the Theatre Royal in Dumfries, a venue often
frequented by Scotland’s national poet Robert Burns
over two hundred years ago. The concert was attended
by a packed house keen to hear Fraser’s new work
entitled Saxophone Quartet alongside more familiar
classics played by the renowned Ferio Quartet.

Fraser Clark receives
the applause after the
performance of his quartet

A post-concert reception at the recently opened
Peter Pan Moat Brae Centre of Children’s
Literature in Dumfries, followed the concert.

“Tonight, we are enjoying the results of successful
collaboration,” announced Lesley Whyte, speaking to
the 80 guests gathered at the reception. “Through
connections and partnerships, BDS has been
instrumental in securing a commission for Fraser Clark
to produce a new work for saxophone ensemble.”

Information Beautifully Presented

At BDS, Fraser catalogues classical music releases that
contribute to BDS’s comprehensive, industry-standard
metadata offered to libraries and trade organisations across
the UK and internationally. The management and staff have
always been keen to support Fraser’s ambition to compose.

BDS web designers and graphic designers produced the
website and printed promotional material for the charitable
arts organisation, while detailed metadata describing the
works to be performed was provided by the Music Team.
The Film Team stepped in to contribute YouTube links to
performances by other famous artists of the works featured
in the season’s concerts, so that audiences could learn
more about the pieces before they attended the concerts.

Introducing the work before the performance,
Huw Wiggin, leader of the Ferio Quartet, explained
how much the ensemble love the new work and
how they have enjoyed working with Fraser.

Lesley reflected on this camaraderie and
professionalism in her speech.

“I’d like to pay tribute to the staff at BDS, whose
commitment and hard work, aiming for best practice
in all they do, has made our business into a centre of
excellence internationally. It is thanks to your efforts
that evenings like this are possible. Fraser’s popularity
at work has resulted in many colleagues who have never
been to a classical performance before turning out to
support him, and hopefully enjoying the experience.”

The creative story doesn’t stop there. Working with
Absolute Classics has showcased the work of so
many of the talented staff who work at BDS, and
has allowed the BDS strapline Information beautifully
presented to be shown to full advantage.

Since many of the staff at BDS are musicians, they were
pleased to be working on a project close to their hearts.

“This is a fantastic opportunity for which I am truly
grateful,” says Fraser. “It is very difficult to get an ensemble
of professional musicians to take on a new work and I
can only express my gratitude to the Ferio Quartet, BDS
and Absolute Classics for making a dream reality.”
The new work was recorded before the first
performance and played for a second time at the
reception. The Ferio will be incorporating Fraser’s
Saxophone Quartet as part of its regular repertoire.

“Absolute Classics is all about inclusion and what better
way to demonstrate that than celebrating new and local
talent alongside internationally known musicians,” said
Absolute Classics Festival Director, Alex McQuiston.

BDS staff and partners enjoy the reception

Find out more about Absolute Classics at
www.absoluteclassics.co.uk

A Festival to Remember
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BDS sponsors Absolute Classics which includes a festival and a yearround series of concerts and educational events for young musicians.

Events featured on the Absolute Classics website, created by BDSDigital.

Absolute Classic brochures,
designed by BDSDigital

Alex McQuiston and Lesley Whyte

Success Story
BDS’s sponsorship of arts organisation,
Artillery, kicked into summer action
with the London Borough of Culture’s
E17 Arts Trail quickly followed by the
launch of From Page to Pavement.

From Page to Pavement

From Page to Pavement is a season of community and
artist-led workshops and events in schools, libraries and
community centres. It features the popular children’s book
Grandad’s Island by author and illustrator Benji Davies.

The E17 Arts Trail saw hundreds of open
studios, street events, exhibitions, music and performances.
Libraries were a focal point from the opening ceremony
onwards. Festival Director,
Laura Kerry announced that the
borough’s Wood Street Library
would display the new National
Gallery acquisition Self Portrait
as Catherine of Alexandria by
Baroque artist Artemisia.

The Artmesia Gentileschi on
Schools were busy at
Walthamstow’s Central Library display in Wood Street Library
where children’s art tutor
and illustrator, Tim Reedy,
held workshops to help
children develop their skills
in drawing cartoons of their
favourite animals. BDS’s
Sarah Armitage met Tim
and Library Team Manager,
Asif Shahzad, to see
for herself the benefits
derived from BDS sponsorship.

“Today I have seen how libraries, communities and
sponsorship can work together to achieve fantastic
results,” said Sarah. “I visit libraries all over the country
as part of my work but today was a rare opportunity
to see how the relationship between libraries and the
public is enhanced by the work we do in Dumfries.”

Sarah was given a tour of the impressive Carnegie
library by Asif and spoke with Tim and the children from
Mission Grove school who attended the workshop.

The book, published by Simon & Schuster and
translated into 35 languages, reflects the diversity of the
borough and tells a story of things that affect families,
communities and individuals including migration, linking
generations, love and loss, ecology and travel.

Lesley Whyte met with Benji and project organisers, Artillery,
to celebrate the launch. She was told how setting up and
running the island engaged with 300 people, including
4 local schools, performers, exhibitors and volunteers
and attracted more than 6000 people over two days.

“It was such a pleasure to see an idea start to become
reality,” said Lesley. “And, from the crowds of children and
parents gathered to set From Page to Pavement off on
its long walk around the London Borough of Waltham
Forest, the project is set to be a great success.”

The project will culminate in a celebration, attended by
Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, that will bring all the languages
and diverse communities of the borough together.
“Picture books are the perfect medium for a project like this,
where not only children but whole families and communities
will be able to come together creatively,” says Benji.
Find out more:
wfculture19.co.uk/frompage-to-pavement
walthamforest.gov.uk/servicecategories/libraries
timreedyonline.com
e17arttrail.co.uk

Tim Reedy with
Sarah Armitage
Penny Rutherford, Benji Davies and Lesley Whyte
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